JUST OFF PRESS

ENTIRELY NEW—BY 30 TEACHERS

Harrow & Sherwin's Biochemistry

This new book is an entirely new type of textbook of Biochemistry. It promises to take its place as an outstanding contribution to the study of this subject. 30 teachers of Biochemistry in the United States and Great Britain have collaborated, under the editorial direction of Professors Harrow and Sherwin, to present this comprehensive and authoritative textbook for the use of students.

The book is the result of definite planning by the editors who specifically outlined what each chapter was to cover before a line of the text was written. Thus the finished product is a uniform, well-balanced presentation of the subject of Biochemistry that is modern and up-to-date in every respect.

The approach is biologic: The subject is introduced by a chapter on the Living Cell and proceeds through a full discussion of Carbohydrates, Fats, Proteins to the subjects of Nutrition, Vitamins, Digestion, Metabolism, etc. An unusual inclusion is that of chapters on Immunochemistry and the Biochemistry of Bacteria. Throughout the entire text the clinical application of Biochemistry is strongly emphasized.

You will find that this new textbook is unusually complete and that it fully meets modern teaching requirements.

Octavo of 797 pages, illustrated. By 30 teachers. Edited by Benjamin Harrow, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Chemistry, The City College, College of the City of New York; and Carl P. Sherwin, M.D., Sc.D., Dr.P.H., LL.D., Member of the Staff of St. Vincent’s and French Hospitals, New York. Cloth, $6.00 net.

........................................SIGN AND MAIL THIS ORDER FORM TODAY........................................

W. B. SAUNDERS COMPANY, W. Washington Square, Philadelphia

Please send me the book checked (V) and charge to my account:

□ Harrow and Sherwin's Textbook of Biochemistry ............................................................... $6.00 net

NAME ........................................................................................................ ADDRESS ..................................................

Entered as second-class matter July 18, 1923, at the Post Office at Lancaster, Pa., under the Act of March 3, 1879.
ALBANY MEDICAL COLLEGE
of Union University

A well-endowed, Class A Medical School with entering class limited to thirty.

Close association with Albany Hospital provides unusual opportunity for clinical instruction.

For further information apply to the
OFFICE OF DEAN
Albany Medical College, Albany, N. Y.

School of Medicine
Western Reserve University
Cleveland, Ohio
and Affiliated Hospitals:
The University Hospital, including
Babies and Children's Hospital
Lakeside Hospital
Maternity Hospital
Rainbow Hospital for Crippled Children

The City Hospital
Charity Hospital

Offer thorough courses of instruction to college graduates and seniors in absentia.

Modern buildings and equipment
Abundant clinical material
Restricted number of students
Catalogue will be mailed on request
Torald Sollmann, Dean

ANNOUNCING
CRystalline
Vitamin B₁

THE interesting researches by R. R. Williams and co-workers on the isolation of Vitamin B₁ have brought about an increasing interest in the study of the antineuritic vitamin.

The preparation, in our laboratories, of Vitamin B₁ in practical quantities enables us to supply the antineuritic vitamin in crystalline form, making it generally available to investigators and research-workers.

The crystals are the antineuritic principle in the form of the pure hydrochloride. Their biologic potency is approximately 400 Chase and Sherman units per milligram.

Vitamin B₁ Crystals-Merck are marketed in vials containing 10 mgm. (0.01 Gm.). Further information will be furnished upon request.

MERCK & CO. INC., RAHWAY, N. J.
Manufacturing Chemists

"FAR and away the best book on the subject that has yet appeared in America!"—Louis I. Dublin (N. Y. Times)

DYNAMICS OF POPULATION
The Social and Biological Significance of Changing Birth Rates in the United States
BY FRANK LORIMER AND FREDERICK OSBORN

"Altogether the best in the English language! And if any Continental treatise excels it, I can not recall what it is."

"This book will become a classic!"
—Am'n J'nl of Physical Anthropology

8 vo, 422 pages. $4.00

at any bookstore, or from
THE MACMILLAN COMPANY
60 Fifth Ave., New York
This new Calorimeter is of the Callender and Barnee type and is used for determining the mechanical equivalent of heat by means of the heating effect of an electrical current. It consists of a spiral of bare Manganin wire so mounted within a glass tube that it may be heated by a measurable current in the path of a continuous flow of water. Its all-metal support provides complete freedom from warpage, while error-producing factors such as drafts, heat absorption and radiation losses are eliminated by the jacket around the flow-tube.

Tests in our laboratories show this new instrument to be accurate to 1/4%. Because of this high degree of accuracy, the superior quality of materials and workmanship used in its construction, the important nature of its functions and its low price we regard it as an extremely valuable asset to any science laboratory.

The end castings of the Milvay Calorimeter are finished in brilliant black enamel. All other parts—connecting rods, thermometer cups, binding posts, inlet tube, outlet tube, etc., are finished in polished nickel plate. Overall length, 65 cm.; width, 12 cm. Price without thermometers ................................... $15

Do you keep your Milvay Catalog handy? If you do so you'll find it an invaluable reference book as well as an aid in keeping your laboratory economically and efficiently maintained. You can depend on this complete and compact catalog for everything you want or need—and at prices extremely low considering the high quality maintained in all Milvay products. If you haven't a copy, write us today.
Here's the Answer to your Crowded Classroom Problem

Lincoln Science Desk
No. D-508

If your laboratory classrooms are crowded, check up on your laboratory furniture. Today, such furniture as Kewaunee's Lincoln Science Desks makes possible larger classes in the same rooms, more efficient handling of classes, more efficient work by students and all day use of laboratory classrooms.

Write us today for full particulars about Lincoln Science Desks and other space saving furniture for laboratory, home economics and vocational classrooms. Floor plans and engineering service offered without charge to interested parties.

Introducing the New—

SARGENT CONSTANT TEMPERATURE WATER BATH

(patents applied for)

An entirely new design incorporating all the correct mechanical principles applicable in the construction of a water bath without the common compromises which have heretofore resulted in loss of efficiency. It is unconditionally the most mechanically efficient water bath available.

Following are a few of the more important utilities offered by the Sargent Constant Temperature Water Bath:

1. Complete visibility of work.
2. Guaranteed accuracy, 0.01 degree C.
3. Permits use of 95% of wall space.
4. Eliminates customary progressive loss of efficiency.
5. Through correct design the most desirable working areas, which comprise 90% of the total surface area, are made available for work.
6. There is no electrical contact between the water and the circuit, thus eliminating progressive deterioration of the regulator by electrolytic action.

The Sargent Constant Temperature Water Bath is also extremely low priced. 60 cycle A.C.—$150.00; D.C. or 50 cycle A.C.—$155.00.

For complete information, write for our technical bulletin, 155 East Superior Street, Chicago, Illinois.
**Eighteen studies in magnetic fields**

In the great refineries on the Atlantic, Gulf and Pacific seaboard, in the Pennsylvania and Ohio fields, in the mid-continent and Texas areas, Chemists working with Petroleum products use WHATMAN Filter Papers.

For the rapid filtration of gasoline at the sweetness doctors, WHATMAN Folded Filter Paper No. 12 is very popular. For grease extractions, WHATMAN Seamless Extraction Thimbles are used, while for Sulfur determinations, No. 42 is the almost universal choice.

Speed and accuracy are demanded of Refinery Chemists. The same uniform dependability that causes them to choose WHATMAN will help you in your laboratory.

Standardize on WHATMAN and be sure.

**Samples on request**

H. REEVE ANGEL & CO., INC.
7-11 SPRUCE ST., NEW YORK, N. Y.
HEMOGLOBINOMETER, Haden-Hausser 1935 Clinical Model. Operating on exactly the same principle as the Laboratory Model but with the comparator scale reduced in size and with the instrument designed for use with an outside source of light such as daylight or Mazda electric lamp.

The dilution ratio is 1:20 as in the Laboratory Model and the technique is much simplified as compared with that required for the use of the original Clinical Model formerly listed under our No. 3437.

As in the Laboratory Model, the comparator slide consists of a glass color standard of the same thickness throughout, in immediate juxta-position to a wedge-shaped channel for the dilution complement. The scale reads directly in grams from 7.5 to 18 in the following intervals: 7.5, 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18 grams.

In making hemoglobin determinations, the blood is diluted 1:20 in a Thoma white cell pipette with N/10 Hydrochloric Acid. After conversion of the hemoglobin into acid hematin, the diluted blood is run into the wedge-shaped dilution channel of the comparator slide which fills by capillarity.

The comparator slide is then moved through the field of the reading magnifier until a rectangle is observed in which the upper half or dilution complement closely matches the glass color standard complement below. The numerical value in grams Hemoglobin per 100 ml of whole blood according to Haden is directly indicated on the scale above the matched rectangle.


3435. Hemooglobinometer, Haden-Hausser 1935 Clinical Model, with two light filters, one for daylight and the other for Mazda electric light. In fitted leatherette case. With detailed directions for use .............................................. 15.00 Depaz
3435-A. Ditto, but without case .............................................. 13.00 Depdt

Copy of descriptive pamphlet EE-66, "Haden-Hausser Hemoglobinometers," sent upon request.

ARTHUR H. THOMAS COMPANY
RETAIL—WHOLESALE—EXPORT
LABORATORY APPARATUS AND REAGENTS
WEST WASHINGTON SQUARE
Cable Address, BALANCE, Philadelphia  PHILADELPHIA, U. S. A.
Just Published

A Source Book in Physics

By William Francis Magie
Professor of Physics, Emeritus, Princeton University

620 pages, 6 x 9, illustrated, $5.00

SOURCE BOOKS IN THE HISTORY OF THE SCIENCES

This book makes accessible the most significant portions of the original papers in which scientific workers of the past announced important discoveries or methods of thought in the field of physics. Here is the story of the beginnings and growth of the sciences of Mechanics, Properties of Matter, Sound, Heat Light, and Electricity and Magnetism, told in the actual words of Galileo, Torricelli, Sauveur, Gay-Lussac, Descartes, Von Guericke and many others who have made notable contributions to the progress of these subjects.

More than 90 scientists are represented in the book. A short account of the life of each is given, together with one or more excerpts from his writings. Here for the convenience of the specialist, the educator, and the serious student of the science are gathered high-lights in the history of physics—a compilation, from many sources, of what have proved to be some of the most significant messages ever given to the world of science.

Shapley and Howarth’s

A Source Book in Astronomy

412 pages, 6 x 9, illustrated

$4.00

David Eugene Smith’s

A Source Book in Mathematics

701 pages, 6 x 9, illustrated

$5.00

Send for copies on approval

330 W. 42nd Street

New York, N. Y.
Announcing —

*a forthcoming geography text on

EUROPE

By SAMUEL VAN VALKENBURG
Associate Professor of Geography, Clark University

and ELLSWORTH HUNTINGTON
Research Associate in Geography, Yale University

This new book to be published in July is based in nearly equal proportions upon personal observation, reading, and statistics. It represents the combined viewpoints and methods of a European and an American geographer—something entirely new in geography texts. So carefully has the work been done, however, that the whole book bears the stamp of unity and balance.

The text is adapted either to a full year’s course or to one lasting but one semester. For the latter, certain omissions are suggested by the authors as containing material more advanced and difficult than the rest or else being purely historical or theoretical. These possible omissions are designed for use with relatively advanced students and are intended to serve as an introduction to topics that need further study from other sources.

Part I begins with a general consideration of Europe as a continent, then takes up a comprehensive description of the climate, appearance, and main natural regions of the continent as a whole. This discussion paves the way for the detailed treatment of individual countries in Part II. The book includes chapters on soil, vegetation, commerce, population, and discussions on the political status, historical interest, and typical character of the various countries. A full bibliography is given at the back of the book. There is an unusually large number of maps, most of which are original and illustrate phases of geography not hitherto treated.

“Van Valkenburg and Huntington” should appeal to teachers of college geography in particular, as an excellent basic textbook in the geography of Europe. It is, also, suitable for use as supplementary reading material in history courses.

Approximately 664 pages 6 x 9 Probable price, $4.50

JOHN WILEY & SONS, INC., 440 FOURTH AVE., NEW YORK